Choose BIDPOINT to find out if
you are being overcharged by
your wireless service provider.

Why BIDPOINT
BIDPOINT WIRELESS PARTNERS

Testimonials
COUNTY GOVERNMENT
“In a time when county governments must constantly make tough
budgeting decisions, Bidpoints wireless partner succeeded in
meeting all our wireless cost reduction goals. Bidpoints wireless
partner continues to audit and monitor our wireless bills each
month to make sure we continue to receive the lowest possible
cost.”
Jason W.

BIDPOINT’S WIRELESS PARTNERS are client advocates in the
wireless service business, helping companies combat the
inefficiencies and over billing that exist throughout the
wireless industry. We provide streamlined, single-source
wireless management solutions that save you time and
money. Our national footprint and the strength of our longterm relationships allow our clients to realize an average
savings of 30% on your existing wireless costs. Working with
BIDPOINT on your wireless cost reduction service allows
you to make the correct buying decisions for your wireless
needs with no need to change carriers or contract length.

BOAT MOTOR MANUFACTURER

“Bidpoints wireless partner did exactly what they promised. They
saved us over $100,000 a year on our wireless monthly
reoccurring charges and did it without any changes to our carrier
agreements. They took a very small amount of our time and
worked tirelessly on our behalf. True professionals!”
Brett R.

UTILITY SERVICES COMPANY
"As a large user of wireless services, we were convinced our
internal wireless audits produced the most efficient cost control
possible. We could not have been more wrong. Bidpoints
wireless partner came in and immediately identified areas where
we could literally save hundreds of thousands of dollars on our
wireless accounts. I would recommend Bidpoints wireless partner
to any company that is serious about controlling their wireless
costs.”
David B.

TREE SERVICE / ARBORIST

"We want to thank Bidpoints wireless partner on the successful
negotiation of a $100,000 credit from our wireless carrier.
Combined with the annual savings Bidpoints wireless partner had
already delivered, we saved over a quarter of a million dollars in
wireless charges in one year. Nothing short of amazing!”
Fred J.

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE







Government
Construction
Transportation
Hospitals
Doctor Groups
Utilities and Utility
Services Companies









Security Companies
Golf Courses
Electric Companies
Plumbing Companies
Municipalities
Ambulance Companies
HVAC Companies

***Every company that dispatches

Getting started is
QUICK AND EASY!
CALL US:

MEDICAL SERVICE

"Our Medical Center has been using the wireless cost reduction
services of Bidpoints wireless partner since January 2017. Since
that time Bidpoints wireless partner has lowered our wireless bill
by 43%. Our hospital would not have received these savings if it
had not been for Bidpoints wireless partner’s detailed work and
dedicated efforts on our behalf. Bidpoints wireless partner has
always been professional, accountable, and easy to work with. I
enthusiastically recommend Bidpoints wireless partner for your
wireless cost reduction services”
Kim P.

submissions@BIDPOINT.co
▶ COMPLETE CLIENT SET UP FORM
▶ SCHEDULE A REVIEW CALL

